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Abstract: Within the making of Portuguese liberal-representative democracy, the Por-
tuguese Communist Party became a major actor in local government in urban deprived
peripheries, shaping Lisbon’s Red Belt. In this article, we analyse the communist dis-
course on the Portuguese urban question, showing how it politicised the urban as a site
of unevenness and deprivation, but simultaneously depoliticised it by refusing to
acknowledge it as a proper space for conflict. This historical account leads us to a critical
debate with proposals that discuss urban politicisation by ontologising “the urban” or
“the political”—we argue that these approaches tend to be less helpful in understand-
ing processes of contingent, partial and inter-related forms of politicisation/depoliticisa-
tion of the urban in itself. In contrast, we argue for a more attentive theorisation on
politicisation–depoliticisation of the urban condition as a most valuable path to grasp
situated formulations of citizenship and, hence, configurations of political regimes.
Resumo: No contexto de institucionalizac�~ao da democracia portuguesa, o Partido
Comunista Português tornou-se uma forc�a pol�ıtica central no governo local das perife-
rias urbanas carenciadas—desenhando a Cintura Vermelha de Lisboa. Neste artigo, ana-
lisamos o discurso do PCP sobre a quest~ao urbana portuguesa, mostrando como
politizou o urbano enquanto espac�o de desigualdade e carências, mas simultaneamente
o despolitizou, ao recusar conceber o urbano como espac�o “pr�oprio” de conflito. Esta
an�alise hist�orica conduz-nos a um debate cr�ıtico com propostas que abordam a poli-
tizac�~ao urbana ontologizando “o urbano “ ou “o pol�ıtico”—argumentamos que estas
abordagens dificultam a reflex~ao sobre formas parciais, contingentes e inter-relacionadas
de politizac�~ao/despolitizac�~ao do urbano em si mesmo. Ao inv�es, propomos que uma
teorizac�~ao mais atenta aos processos de politizac�~ao-despolitizac�~ao da condic�~ao urbana
oferece um caminho promissor para dar conta da emergência de formulac�~oes de
cidadania, e dos seus impactos na configurac�~ao dos regimes pol�ıticos.

Keywords: politicisation, urban political, Communist Party, the political, urban
ontology, Portugal

Whenever we bring into a dialogue central concepts of critical urban theory such
as “the political” and “the urban”, we cannot help but remember the threat
made in 1968 by young Castells about the impossibility of a “truly” urban theory
—the fundamentals of society lie beneath spatial practices, the urban merely mir-
rors other political structural processes (Castells 1968). For the established and
flourishing spatial disciplines this threat always comes as an unnecessary provoca-
tion. Urban studies have responded convincingly to Castells (himself providing
this response), and it is uncontested that, when convening the political, the “city”
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has been present in its major debates and struggles throughout history. Not as
provocation, nor to reinstate an epistemological questioning over the possibility
of urban theory, we turn to young Castells as a reminder: the theoretical chal-
lenge is to understand if and how the urban is politicised by collective actors,
functioning as a category of conflict, and the implications of such a process.

In recent years, the debate over the political has returned to the centre of criti-
cal urban theory, with an array of contributions pointing to the politicising
dimensions of the “urban experience”: the post-political and the politicising city
approaches, nurtured by a conversation with post-foundational perspectives
(Dikec� 2012; Dikec� and Swyngedouw 2017; Swyngedouw 2009, 2011); re-theori-
sations on the role of the “city” in framing alterity, citizenship and being political
(Isin 2002); and challenges to the entrenched statist ontology in political theory,
by focusing on the urban political (Magnusson 2011, 2014).

This paper aims to make a contribution to this debate through an analysis of a
situated process where the “urban question” and the political appeared
enmeshed—the Portuguese encounter between the societal dynamics of “becom-
ing urban” and “becoming a democracy”, in the last quarter of the 20th century.

When, in 1974, a military coup triggered the Portuguese democratic revolution,
its urban territories displayed a lack of affordable housing, inadequate transport
and urban services that were unable to respond to a population that had been
flowing towards “the city” since the 1960s. Within illegal peripheries and inner-
city slums, the country’s housing shortage was estimated in the mid-1970s at
600,000 dwellings, affecting mainly urban areas (Ferreira 1984).

Urban segmentation, deprivation and informality were not unique in Western
Europe—during those years, Portuguese immigrants lived in biddonvilles in French
suburbs, and Southern Europe displayed what Leontidou (1990) conceptualised
as a model of Mediterranean informal urbanisation. However, contrary to Greece
and Spain which also went through “becoming” urban and democratic in the
1970s, Portugal’s democratic transition was not negotiated among elites—it
emerged as a political upheaval, the closest to a revolution in Western Europe in
the second half of that brief 20th century that Eric Hobsbawm claimed ended in
1989. This revolutionary transition provided a rupture in a Ranci�erian sense—a
radical disruption of the institutional apparatus and narratives of legitimation of
the authoritarian regime, posed by popular segments (those not accounted for).

The urban erupted from within: housing occupations occurred only days after
the coup, and, in shanty towns and the poorest neighbourhoods, an urban move-
ment flourished. Residents’ commissions began paving roads, building sanitary
systems and opening kindergartens in squatted houses, embodying the demo-
cratic claim—a denunciation of popular deprivation, but also as a radical demand
of political emancipation to popular classes, whose voices had been excluded
from the political realm throughout decades of authoritarian rule (Bandeirinha
2007; Downs et al. 1978; Pinto 2013).

This Portuguese popular movement led an extraordinary moment in which the
urban question was fully politicised—the urban provided a spatialised form of
political organisation (local residents’ commissions), and fuelled the naming of a
conflict that pitted “the people” against private speculative interests in urban land
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and construction. Going beyond classical demands of social policies, it stood at
the core of a conflict over which model of democracy Portugal should pursue: a
popular democracy devised around workers and (urban) popular organisations, or
a liberal model of representation, mainly restricted to political parties (Pinto
2013).

However, by 1976, the new democratic Constitution consecrated a pro-liberal
model of democratic representation, and municipal government become a mono-
poly of party representation (Drago 2017). Prevented from gaining access to
political institutions, and within a context where the majority of political parties
aimed for European integration in order to put to rest the socialist pledges of the
revolutionary period, most residents’ commissions withered, and the urban move-
ment disappeared (Pinto 2013).

Yet, one has to ask: did the vibrant politicisation of the Portuguese urban ques-
tion melt away into political apathy? Did the politicising effect of the urban every-
day experience of deprivation just vanish?

In this article, we argue that the urban question remained a central feature in
the configuration of Portuguese democracy, and we point to Lisbon’s Red Belt—
the communist municipalities surrounding Portugal’s capital—as a central political
response of popular urban peripheries to the shortcomings of liberal democratic
urban policies.

Since the first local elections, in 1976, the Portuguese Communist Party (PCP)
and its allies conquered various municipalities in Lisbon’s deprived suburbs. In
fact, Lisbon’s “Red Belt” has been a constant throughout four decades of the Por-
tuguese democracy—by 2017, more than 25 years after the fall of the Berlin wall,
and despite the withering of the French Communist Party and the disappearance
of the Italian Communist Party, the Portuguese communists still held government
in half of the 18 municipalities of Lisbon’s Metropolitan Area.

Traditionally, Western communist parties tend to be analysed as a product of a
supposedly transparent class conflict, rooted in economic/production relations.
Could it be, as young Castells claimed, that “the urban” has no say in this case,
and that communist embeddedness in the deprived urban territories of Portugal
should be explained as a political representation of class only because they are
workers?

In this article, we argue that during the first decade of Portuguese democracy
—a period where the meaning of “democracy” was still under dispute—the com-
munists formulated a discourse on the urban question that provided political rep-
resentation for the everyday experience of popular urban segments. Inspired by
Holston’s (2008) proposals, we refer to this discourse as oppositional citizenship—
a discourse that politicised the urban as a site of inequality, but depoliticised it as
proper space of conflict in favour of class antagonism. Furthermore, we contend
that PCP’s discourse on Portuguese urban territories was a determining element
in drawing possibilities and restrictions of the political realm in a post-revolution-
ary period, and, consequently, in the configuration of Portuguese democracy:
rather counter-intuitively, and while contesting liberal order, this oppositional
model channelled urban contestation towards party’s representation in political
institutions, fostering urban popular integration into the new regime.
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But mainly, we believe that Lisbon’s Red Belt provides a useful case to discuss
how forms of politicization–depoliticisation of the urban are central to providing
models of citizenship and forms of organisation, participation and conflict in polit-
ical regimes. This is relevant because, quite often, contemporary political subjec-
tivities that established conflict over “constituted order” tended to disregard the
urban as a space for the articulation of political subjectivities/struggles in favour of
universal and/or national scale, downplaying urban conflicts as “particular” or
“local” and not centred in the “proper” conflict/scale. We contend that these
processes have consequences on practices of participation, disputes over rights,
definitions of spaces of conflict, models of resistance and/or integration are
consented and/or contested. Therefore, an attentive theorisation on politiciza-
tion–depoliticisation of the urban is needed in order to account for political con-
figuration of contemporary regimes.

We discuss this theoretical stance by engaging in a critical conversation with
recent theoretical proposals that have aimed to articulate the urban and the polit-
ical, namely proposals of an urban ontology, as put forward both by Isin (2002)
and Magnusson (2011, 2014); and Dikec� and Swyngedouw’s (2017) reflections
towards a political ontology to approach the urban. We claim that although these
proposals provide sustained conceptualisations of a politicising urban experience,
their ontological stance makes them less attentive to the interrelated dynamics of
politicisation–depoliticisation of the urban condition in itself, and the implications
of these processes. In contrast, we argue that critical theory has not only to ques-
tion how (urban) politicisation is possible, but quite fundamentally, what is being
politicised. Following Holston’s insight on the role of the “struggles of the city” in
the formulation of citizenship, we contend that analysing how “the urban” is
politicised–depoliticised constitutes a more valuable path in accounting for the
political configuration of regimes. In fact, a fundamental contribution that urban
studies can provide to critical theory is a conceptualisation that pays more atten-
tion to the complex, fragmented and contingent ways through which the urban
is politicised–depoliticised in the discourse of political actors, and the implications
of such processes in opening or closing possibilities of emancipatory change.

Politicisation through the Urban, Politicisation of the
Urban
The relation between the urban and the political has always been challenging:
contrary to other theoretical constructs that guide us through the study of politi-
cal conflict—such as capitalism, colonialism or patriarchy—”the urban” is not
(immediately) constituted upon a relationship of power/conflict, rather it rests on
theoretical distinctiveness.

Responding to this challenge, two approaches have emerged offering ambitious
theoretical paths: the proposal of an urban ontology to account for the political,
and the proposal of a political ontology to understand urban conflicts.

Theorisation of an urban ontology can be traced to the work of both Isin
(2002) and Magnusson (2011, 2014). These authors offer a reading of the city/
the urban as the central mechanism in political subjectivation, arguing that urban
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experience fosters group/identity formation in the presence of difference, leading
to formulations and struggles over the constitution of political community. Thus,
urban ontology proposals place encounter through the urban as an adequate
configuration of politicisation, sustaining a symbiotic relationship between the
urban and the political (Magnusson 2014). Notably, Isin (2002:50) conceives of
the city as a difference machine that enables being political:

The city is neither a background to these struggles against which groups wager, nor is
it a foreground for which groups struggle for domination. The city is the battleground
through which groups define their identities, stake their claims, wage their battles,
and articulate citizenship rights and obligations ... The city as a difference machine
relentlessly provokes, differentiates, positions, mobilises, immobilises, oppresses, liber-
ates. Being political arises qua the city and there is no political being outside the
machine.

A second theoretical path takes a different route—it starts by presenting an
ontological account of the political, and places it in theoretical relation with the
urban realm. This approach, notably the work of Dikec� and Swyngedouw, rests
heavily on a dialogue with post-foundational authors, chiefly Jacques Ranci�ere,
conceiving of the political as a disruption/interruption of constituted order in the
name of equality (Dikec� 2012; Dikec� and Swyngedouw 2017; Swyngedouw
2011). As disruption, the political renders visible contingency and inequality
entrenched in the hierarchical allocation of spaces, functions, and roles in a given
social order, and in this sense, differs from “ordinary” forms of politics that do
not fully address constituted order. Consequently, it allows not only a privileged
point of analysis of historical-societal structuring, but also a quest for (moments
of) interruption in the structures of domination that bring up transformative possi-
bilities. Maintaining this sharp divide between the political and politics, Dikec� and
Swyngedouw (2017:2) proposed a classification of urban movements as social or
political—the former being “particular” and centred on “contentious issues that
have an impact on urban policy procedures and objectives”, while the latter goes
beyond, addressing constituted order and everyday practices.

Notably, although these ontological perspectives are different, they both seem to
locate politicisation within the urban everyday experience. First, the city provides
encounter/co-presence of difference, allowing for political subjectivation/group for-
mation by drawing lines of identity, alliances and antagonism. Second, the urban
imposes the experience of governmentality on everyday life—an overlapping array
of authorities and modes of regulation of practices/subjectivities, that run across
urban everyday life, fostering politicisation towards institutions and techniques of
government. Third, the “city” allows acting conflict that operates as a broad politi-
cisation device. And finally, the “city” allows participatory political experimentation
through direct engagement in creating new sociabilities/spatial practices. In a nut-
shell: the urban politicises—and we certainly share this view.

However, when facing the messy empiria of historical processes, can we find
guidance within these proposals about “what” is being politicised through this
urban experience? Let me put this almost as a tongue-twister: urban politicisation
seems to be everywhere, but politicisation of the urban is hard to distinguish.
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This question is important because politicisation processes always pose a double
interrogation: how is politicisation possible, and what is being politicised. We con-
tend that the ontological stance in each of these proposals creates difficulties in
answering this latter demand, and leads to the neglect of a more attentive theo-
retical discussion of (the possibility of) the urban becoming in itself the object of
politicisation.

We argue two points. First, the cost of carrying ontologies of the urban/the
political for urban research is high: when ontologised, “the urban” tends to
become a trans-historical concept/process; and, similarly maintaining an ontologi-
cal interpretation of “the political” within research leads us to neglect partial or
tentative forms of (everyday) politicisation of the urban condition. Second, these
approaches do not respond to a central question: if the urban is not a theoretical
construct based upon a constitutive conflict, how do we conceptualise it to be
politicised in itself, becoming a category of conflict appropriated by collective
actors, and what are its consequences?

In the way that Isin and Magnusson present it, a proposal for an urban ontol-
ogy to account for politicisation bares the risk of suggesting a conflation of both
concepts—”if the urban is the political”, writes Magnusson (2014:1572). “The
urban” tends to appear as a reference for all political interaction: a trans-historical
concept, devoid of socio-spatial anchorage, allowing an analysis of the Greek polis
and present-day “mega-cities” with the same conceptual tools. This might seem
appealing—however, we believe that for present-day debates it is misleading.
Critical urban theory rests on the hypothesis that the urban condition, as Henri
Lefebvre pointed, is qualitatively distinct from analytical categories of pre-indus-
trial “city-ness”. Industrial and capitalist structuring through spatial tools/policies
have deployed institutions, techniques of government, social identities and politi-
cal “scales” that are distinctive, and not a just a quantitative leap in human
agglomeration. Temptations to depict the urban as an all-encompassing theoreti-
cal construct are definitely present in contemporary analyses: as the urban
rescales and re-articulates in multiple and uneven processes with other “spaces”
of politico-economic structures, views on planetary urbanisation seem to advise a
blurring of the urban’s “constitutive outside” (Brenner 2014; Brenner and Schmid
2015). However, and following recent debates (see Jazeel 2018; Roy 2016), we
believe that theoretical distinctiveness from the “non-urban” is, in fact, what
renders “the urban” a useful concept when analysing particular forms of conflict/
political subjectivation in contemporary economic-spatial restructuring.

Regarding what we have addressed as a political ontology approach to urban
politicisation, its consequences in urban research have been recently debated con-
cerning the proposals on post-democratic or post-political condition/city, that
rests on the same intellectual framework. As Beveridge and Koch argued, this
polarisation between the political and “ordinary” politics “is too narrow a basis to
capture the contingencies of actually existing urban politics” (2017:32). Accom-
panying these remarks, we argue that such a focus on conflict over “constituted
order” creates a peculiar paradox—it relies on politicisation through the urban
everyday experience, but creates a blind-spot around how political subjectivities
ordinarily politicise the urban, creating possibilities for urban change even if they
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do not confront the “whole” social order. Most notably, the political ontology
approach is not clear about what is being politicised. Consider present-day anti-
neoliberal “urban” protests: one can accept urban politicisation at work in these
movements, and also as entailing a place politics as contended by Mayer et al.
(2016). However, as these movements tend to identify their antagonists beyond
the urban, one has to ask if conceiving them as urban political movements is a
theoretical strategy that does justice to the “scale” and the arena of conflict
defined by these movements. In a sense, in the political ontology proposal, the
urban appears as subsumed or equivalent to uneven constituted (liberal-capitalist)
order, and it seems to be presumed that anti-systemic conflict politicises the
urban question. However, as we try to demonstrate in this article, antagonism
towards liberal order does not necessarily imply a full politicisation of the urban
realm, and this has the most relevant consequences.

In his work over Brazilian urban peripheries, Holston proposes that “contrary to
so much 19th and 20th century social theory about the working classes, members
of these classes became new citizens not primarily through the struggles of labour
but through those of the city” (2008:4). These struggles of the city point specifi-
cally to politicisation of the “urban condition”. Holston shows that, within the
context of uneven urbanisation, “traditional” urban politics (housing, urban ser-
vices, etc.) foster popular engagement with questions of equality, membership of
the political community and the claim of rights—organising formulations of citi-
zenship. Here, citizenship is not seen as a set of rules that presents itself as univer-
sal, but as a situated relationship between state and society, aggregating both
the formal attributes of membership to political community and the political
imagination that produces/disrupts them.

Departing from this insight, we argue that a more attentive theoretical focus
has to be placed upon the forms and consequences of politicisation of the urban
condition. Certainly, ontologies of the political, namely the work of Jacques Ran-
ci�ere, have provided a fresh philosophic perspective on antagonistic moments/
conflicts that both challenge and unravel uneven social order/normalised social
relations, distinguishing them from political practices of techno-capitalist manage-
ment. However, we suggest that critical social theory must engage in a more
ethnographic approach: searching for claims/actions driven by judgements of ille-
gitimate societal inequality/power embedded socio-political practices—that is,
politicisation of spaces/relations, even if they proceed in a partial and fragmented
form. This implies, for our discussion, a step back from an ontological grounding
to tackle the relation among the urban and the political; and a step forward
towards an analysis of situated processes where the urban becomes a political cat-
egory.

First, we must assume a sharp differentiation between the urban as a category
of analysis and the urban as a category of conflict. The former functions as a the-
oretical construct that allows us to grasp how politicisation processes can occur.
However, politicisation, even when embedded in the urban experience or acted
in “the city”, does not imply that the urban condition is itself politicised. To the
contrary, the urban as a category of conflict refers to processes in which
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urbanisation processes/the urban condition is explicitly claimed/named as an
arena of conflict by collective actors—creating the “we” of conflict.

Second, politicisation processes are not binary switches. Most often we are in
the presence of inter-related strategies of politicisation/depoliticisation led by
political actors (see Darling 2014). And because depoliticisation “is about redraw-
ing boundaries, limiting the scope of contestation and restricting the ways people
make sense of themselves as political agents” (Beveridge and Koch 2017:40) criti-
cal accounts of political formulations that draw boundaries on where, who and
what is “proper” conflict enable us to understand the contingent, partial, and
often overlapped of forms of conflict and consent towards different spaces/soci-
etal relations within political formations.

Third, in politicisation processes there is no self-sufficiency in the explanatory
value of “the urban”. Even when the urban becomes a category of conflict for
collective actors, it is crossed by multiple subject positions deriving from other
socio-spatial processes/relations—what Jazeel argues that we can see as supple-
ments “that have their own generative dynamics that cannot be collapsed into
the capacious logic of urbanization” (2018:411). This is not a flaw, nor an exclu-
sive characteristic—maybe, as an epistemological strategy, we can suggest that
the formation of major political categories/subjectivities is always crossed by the
logic of “supplements”. But significantly, the urban condition allows the articula-
tion of multiple subject positions as citizens’ movements (Castells 1983), directing
them towards conflict over the constitution of the political community.

Finally, an analysis of the ways in which the urban is politicised–depoliticised
provides a most valuable tool to account for configurations of political formations.
It points us to the diverse, concurrent and conflictual formulations of citizenship
that co-exist in a given social formation, as they pose recurrently the question of
territorialised-direct political participation towards abstract models/spaces of politi-
cal participation. In other words, it allows us to grasp situated processes of institu-
tionalisation/conflict over categories of membership, rights and models of political
participation in a given political community.

With this in mind, and within a context of the making of a western European
democracy in the late 20th century, we aim to provide a reading of the formula-
tions of citizenship that arise from the communist discourse over this experience
of Portuguese urban popular segments: becoming “urban” and “democratic
citizens”.

Readings on the Southern European “Red Cities”
In the aftermath of “the fall” of 1989, historiography begun to revisit the 20th

“century of communisms”. Two approaches emerged: one dedicated to a post-
communist debate; and the other revisiting the communism movement from a
more socio-cultural perspective.

The first approach has focused mainly on ex-USSR states. For the purpose of
this article these approaches are not entirely useful: our discussion is not a quest
for the communist city/urban, rather an interpretation of the role of communist
discourse/representation of the urban deprived segment in the configuration of a
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“western” democracy. While Western communist parties were a striking actor of
conflict and resistance to liberal democracies, East of “the wall”, communists were
in power. Even if Western European communist parties are not a mere aggiorna-
mento of national traditions of radical popular protest, their position within con-
stituted liberal order is central to our argument.

A second historiographic approach has revisited the international communist
movement opening promising perspectives for the study of communist popular
culture, namely the array of organisations that allowed it to function almost as a
counter-society in some countries in Southern Europe. This approach has also
focused on French and Italian “red cities”. We can find partisan accounts of “red”
urban policies in Italy in its prime (Jaggi et al. 1977) or post-1989 (Anderlini
1990); some political science approaches to French communist local governments
(Schain 1985); comparisons of communist local party structures between France
and Italy (Blackmer and Tarrow 1977) and, more recently, a number of research-
ers discussed les territories du communisme in France (Bellanger and Mishi 2013).
However, most of these approaches tend to use communist urban governance to
explore the structuring of communist parties—its exceptionality both in party
form and social embedding in Southern Europe—and not so much as an inquiry
into their discourse on the urban question.

There are however two authors who widened the discussion about the role of
“the urban question” to communist embeddedness in Western Europe. Fourcaut
(1986) provided a remarkable account of inter-war communist rooting in a
deprived Parisian suburb, analysing both the impact of the ideological battles that
crossed the international communist movement in local government, and com-
munist discourses in French political debates concerning deprived and peripheral
urban workers—les classes dangereuses. Later, Stovall (1990) returned to the
same municipality, showing how communist urban governance had embedded
itself prompted by socio-demographic changes in the Paris region, along with the
production of a discourse and policies directed to the mal-lotis—the residents of
defective allotments—providing an innovative account of how the status of urban
dweller came to be so central in working class politicisation, forging long-lasting
bonds with communist subjectivity. We aim to take this analysis one step further,
placing communist embeddedness/discourse on deprived urban popular classes
into a conversation with the configuration of a socio-political formation.

The “Urban Question” and the Portuguese Communist
Party in the Democratic Transition
The Portuguese metropolisation process can be traced to the mild modernisation
policies launched in the mid-1950s, and which continued during the 1960s. Dur-
ing these years, an industrialisation boom developed around Lisbon and Oporto,
leading to a mass exodus towards the outskirts of these two cities (Salgueiro
2001).

Enmeshed in a colonial war and historically linked to private land interests, the
authoritarian regime was unable and unwilling to provide housing policies and
urban services to cater for the migration of people to the “city”, and in the
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mid-1970s, Portuguese urban territories portrayed a fragmented and unequal
metropolitan map that had expanded through deprivation and “illegality” (Fer-
reira 1984; Salgueiro 2001; Soares et al. 1985).

In 1974 a military putsch put an end to the authoritarian regime, and Por-
tuguese society was promised a democratic and socialist future. However, as the
political turbulence rapidly showed, there were different interpretations of what
democracy and socialism meant (Pinto 2013). As the political struggle unfolded, a
revolutionary atmosphere spread through the country: large farms were seized by
rural workers; in some factories workers envisaged self-management; and the
energy sector, transport companies and banking system were nationalised.

The encounter of the urban with the democratic claim after the coup was both
hopeful and tumultuous. A myriad of popular organisations flourished, mainly in
the poor neighbourhoods, occupying empty houses, abolishing rents in shanty
towns, building roads and basic infrastructures. These struggles voiced a politicisa-
tion of the urban—a straightforward discourse that portrayed it as a site of con-
flict between the “people” and speculative private interests.

The relevance of this urban popular movement should not be underestimated:

the series of urban movements involved large numbers of people from different classes
and social groups, and organised them around concrete problems. This was the basis
of a creation of an ill-defined but clearly extant popular movement ... Eventually
necessity began to be converted into a virtue. The urban movements came to see
themselves collectively as part of an alternative to the traditional state. (Downs
1983:174–175)

These urban popular organisations stood at the centre of the struggle for a grass-
roots popular democracy that would incorporate them into local democratic insti-
tutions (Pinto 2013). But during the constitution-making debates of 1975–1976,
their expectations of a participatory city were exchanged for the promise of a
social rights city: the regime reserved institutional spaces for political parties, while
consecrating housing rights as part of democratic citizenship (Drago 2017).

However, on account of the international economic crisis of the 1970s, along
with a “legislative counter-revolution, that progressively voided or revoked a good
amount of the most advanced objectives and accomplishments of the revolution-
ary process” (Rosas 2006:1063 ), public policies gave no adequate solution to the
urban housing shortage within the first decade of democracy (Ferreira 1987).

What was the response of the urban and deprived working segments? First,
there was a cultural-economic response through an overwhelming movement of
self-promoted housing construction, where the “illegal” sector held significant
sway (Castela 2011; Soares et al. 1985). In 1985, a decade after the revolution,
some scholars estimated that 80% of new houses were individual/families’ initia-
tives, and about a quarter of those were “illegal” (Ferreira 1987:40–41). Second,
we argue there was a political answer—a vote for the communists in municipal
government in the deprived peripheries of the Lisbon Metropolitan Area (LMA).

While gathering electoral support in the rural south and in Lisbon’s industrial
peripheries, PCP remained excluded from national government arrangements:
“the bigger [PCP’s] political success, the less likely it will be its approximation to
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the sites of political power ... all the other parties refer themselves to the commu-
nist’s actions, but always to fight and deny them” (Aguiar 1983:294). As so, PCP
can be interpreted as a political subject “other” in the production of the liberal
model of the Portuguese democratic regime, in a double sense. First, the central
conflict of Portuguese democracy after the revolutionary period was constructed
around the Cold War divide, placing the communists in opposition to a “Euro-
pean-style” democratic Portugal. And second, the communists gave political rep-
resentation to popular segments that were experiencing the shortcomings of the
democratic promise.

Nevertheless, by producing an anti-liberal discourse about what democracy
“means” mainly centred on public control and a re-distributive claim, and by pro-
viding oppositional (but not insurgent) institutional representation, the PCP,
counter-intuitively, can be seen as a decisive agent of popular integration into the
new regime.

A Communist Discourse for the Portuguese Urban
Question
The years between 1976 and 1985 constituted a period of consolidation for the
new regime, arranging state machinery for the democratic paradigm. But it was
also a decade of political “adjustments”, away from the project of a socialist soci-
ety pledged by the Constitution of 1976 and towards a European social liberal
model, aiming for an integration in CEE that occurred latter in 1986. During
those years, PCP achieved remarkable electoral results in Lisbon’s peripheries. In
1979, and again in 1982, the Portuguese Communist alliances governed 12 of
the 18 municipalities of Lisbon Metropolitan Area. Comparing party politics in
local governance, Silva concluded for a communist distinctiveness in relevant
areas: the communists spent more and mainly on social services; reached more
for funding schemes for social housing provided by Central State; they made
major investments in basic sanitation during the initial terms of office; had an
early involvement with formal instruments of territorial and urban planning; and
directed more investment to create collective facilities, namely cultural and spor-
tive amenities (Silva 1995).

However, it is difficult to discern a “communist city” in Lisbon’s peripheries.
First, the Portuguese state remained highly centralised: housing was a central
state policy, and because of Lisbon’s metropolitan planning, some municipal plan-
ning and even private construction initiatives were ratified at a regional or central
level, rendering it difficult to assess urbanistic differences in communist territories.
Second, local finances rested heavily on building permits ... and people needed
houses—the story of urban pressure is evident throughout Lisbon’s peripheries.
Finally, deprivation in basic urban services and infrastructures was so striking that
different parties in Lisbon’s peripheries initially attempted to answer it in a similar
manner.

Therefore, we would like to focus on the political interpretation of the urban
realm put forward by the Portuguese communists during the first decade of the
democratic regime.
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The Urban as a Site of Deprivation

I am a councilman in [a county next to Lisbon] and I know the problems of my home-
town. It’s the case of the sewage system, that is saturated ... It’s the 30 or more
slums, with no sewage, no running water, and where the fountain remains, as one
hundred years ago, the only water source for tens of thousands of people, who walk
long routes everyday with jars on their backs ... the existing waste dump, in open air
and with the height of a six-storey building, for being overloaded can no longer be
kept in use. It’s the housing problem in this municipality, a typical case of real-estate
speculation that flourished during fascism and that is rising again. It’s three hundred
thousand people living in deprived neighborhoods, it’s tens of thousands of families,
of four, five or six people living in rooms, it is forty thousand people living in Bran-
doa’s illegal neighborhood. (DAR 1977:3419)

In the Portuguese communist discourse of those years, the urban realm is
portrayed essentially as a site of deprivation: the lack of adequate housing provi-
sion, transport and urban services draws an image of a multiplicity of social prob-
lems, and Lisbon’s peripheries tend to be described as “dormitory towns” and
“cement forests”. As a communist architect argues, the city appears as a place of
“anguished quotidian”:

the “present-reality” that the city offers to its inhabitants is felt every day in a real
manner by large sections of the population—a quotidian paced by long waits, uncom-
fortable and slow public transportation; weariness; sparse, expensive and overcrowded
housing; dirtiness; distant and outdated schools and hospitals. (Dias 1977:8)

This image of urban territories as spaces of deprivation is read as a legacy of the
former regime: “fascism was not only the eradication of liberties ... the situation
of misery and marginalisation in which a large part of the people lived, and still
live ... its inseparable from fascist domination” (Costa 1981:38). The answer cer-
tainly arises from the communist political project: “how to find a way out for the
urban problem? ... It’s obvious that the country’s transformation into a socialist
society is the necessary and sufficient condition to solve the problem” (Almeida
1977:39). However, towards the end of the 1970s, a Portuguese socialist transi-
tion was not on the horizon. Instead, for the communists, the “urban problem”

was to be addressed through a number of sectoral policies, provided by Central
State and local government, as consecrated in the democratic Constitution—re-
distributive policies, namely public housing policies, and public control over
urbanisation that would allow for the effective implementation of the democracy’s
social rights agenda. But curiously, in the communist magazine direct to local
councilmen, there is no appeal for images of what a socialist city could be, no res-
onance of modernist socialist models, and almost no reference to urban social
policies from other Western Communist parties or the USSR.

In some ways, the urban sustains the role of PCP as an “insufficiency revealer”,
pointing unfulfilled promises of the democratic regime (Aguiar 1983:300). While
the urban showed inequality perpetuated by pro-liberal government policies
within the democratic regime, for Portuguese communists there seems to be no
praise for the “city”, and no discernible political potential in the urban
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realm—PCP does not seem to believe in the transformative potential of an urban
political movement. A formulaic speech appeals to “workers class and popular
movement” (PCP 1979)—pointing bluntly to the primacy of economy-based politi-
cal categories that do not necessarily correspond to deprived urban segments.

The appeal for a socialist city points to a strategy of applying a set of policies at
the state level that could unleash a change in urban land ownership structure,
and public control over its uses. However, the actor that could foster socialist
urban policies does not arise from a conflict within the “city”—the political poten-
tial of working class struggles arises from productions relations, not urban politici-
sation. Thus, the Portuguese communists politicise the urban as a site of
unevenness, to be addressed through public control of urbanisation and eco-
nomic redistribution, but simultaneously depoliticise it by not conceiving of it a
space for the political to arise, or for the articulation of a transformative political
subjectivity.

Politicising the Urban: Urban Land, Housing, and Class
One year after the democratic coup, the PCP presented a rather unclear proposal
of urban reform in their project for the new Constitution: “The State will define
and carry out an urban reform, covering a policy of construction, urbanization,
housing, public transport and environmental protection, planning the use of
urban land” (DAC 1975:681). There was no mention of urban land nationalisa-
tion, that would appear later during the Constitutional debates, and was included
in its final text in a way that implies that expropriation would be the exception,
rather than the rule, of public policy towards urban territories (see Drago 2017).

Although State-led expropriation of urban land increased in the first years of
the democratic regime, this issue would become paramount in Portuguese com-
munist discourse about the urban question. Public control over urban land was
presented by the PCP and its allies through different solutions: either nationalisa-
tion, municipalisation, or the right of preference by public authorities, in order to
allow planning and public housing policies: “In the metropolitan areas of Lisbon
and Oporto, the gravity and complexity of existing problems and the magnitude
reached by speculative activity over land and construction advises taking vigorous
action ... moving progressively to land nationalization” (Carvalho 1978:36).

Communists argue that urban land nationalisation/municipalisation is the only
way to control market forces, and provide housing solutions in the metropolitan
areas: “[for the] planning of predominantly urban areas ... enable municipal bod-
ies to control the use of land, so to make possible orientation and constrain pri-
vate initiatives” (Costa 1978:38). Similarly, as a response to the housing shortage
“there is a need to construct a lot to override the existing shortages ... the popu-
lation’s low level of income requires launching vast operations of social or rent
controlled housing, which implies a policy of nationalization or municipalization
of urban land” (S�a 1977:34). And, although the PCP tends to assign housing poli-
cies as a national, central state responsibility, authors in its publications admit
assigning social housing to municipalities if they are given control over urban land
and proper funding (Gomes 1982:55–56).
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However, the issue of urban land ownership was not an easy one. The over-
whelming “individual” housing promotion that took place during these years,
along with a significant increase in “illegal” housing construction, particularly in
the poor urban municipalities where the communists were in office, created a dif-
ficult problem to solve. The “class reading” of the illegal housing social process
was not straightforward:

It is necessary to take into account in every decision that different classes and seg-
ments intervene in this phenomena [of illegal construction], from workers’ families
that struggle for the right to a roof, to speculative plot sellers ... ranging through
small, medium and high bourgeoisie segments ... it is necessary, from the standpoint
of a clear class politics, a process that takes into account not only the legitimacy of
the present interests, but also if those interests are harmful to fundamental collective
values. (Costa 1981:37)

Throughout these years, communist councilmen had to make difficult decisions
about “illegal” housing: allowing illegal neighbourhoods to access the electricity
grid; suspending tenant payments of expropriated illegal dwellings but deciding
that the municipality would continue to pay those rents to poor landlords, while
compensations were not decided in court; negotiate or expel illegal occupants of
public housing initiatives; and decide if they were to tear down recently built ille-
gal family houses. A ferocious opponent to illegal land plotting, elected in a com-
munist coalition, tells of his experience with the municipal team that handled
illegal construction:

there was a construction being built, with signs of being inhabited ... Inside, there
was some old stuff, some beds, etc. ... We, men who wished that in our county things
would not worsen, were sensitive to human problems. There was nobody there, we
didn’t know if all that was just a cover, or if it was really someone’s shelter. In these
circumstances, we hesitated. We only tore down the stairs that led to the first floor.
(ACML 1983:57)

The communist municipalities mainly envisaged operations of urban regeneration
of illegal housing areas, negotiating with dwellers that ostentatiously tended to
present themselves as owners’ associations, and not residents’ commissions as
during the revolutionary period. These processes took decades to solve.

Above all, the PCP points to urban land as the core of urban conflict: those
who control it, control the urbanisation process. Only by controlling the urbanisa-
tion process can public policies provide economic redistribution and effectiveness
of social rights. The urban is, thus, politicised as a site of antagonist interests: the
need of the people for housing provision versus private and speculative interests.

Depoliticising the Urban as a Space for the Political: Proper
Institutions to Solve “Concrete” Problems
The most significant sign of communist disregard for the political potential of the
urban realm was made evident by its absence in �Alvaro Cunhal’s book, published
in 1985. In this year, PCP had an electoral setback, integration in EEC was about
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to be officially signed, and Gorbatchev’s Perestroika was emerging. However, the
PCP’s historical leader makes no reference to the urban movements and its social-
ist claim that agitated Portugal in the aftermath of the coup of 1974, nor to Com-
munist local urban government experience and achievements. There is only one
reference to territorialised spaces of the political:

International experience shows numerous cases in which the decisions of replacing
company cells for neighborhood cells, workplace cells for place of residence cells,
assigning sometimes to unitary social or political organisations the political direction
of the company’s activities, matched an ideological fading and an abandonment of
class objectives in those parties. (Cunhal 2002:61)

This rejection of territorial/neighbourhood organisations as the main root of
party organisation goes hand in hand with the PCP’s discomfort with the political
ambitions displayed by popular organisations during the revolutionary atmo-
sphere of 1974–1975:

after April 25th of 1974 and almost all over the country, thousands of mighty unitary
organizations arose, turning to solve a number of concrete problems ... roads and
streets were built, houses were raised, standpipes were built, kindergarten, play-
grounds and social centers were opened ... however, during the revolutionary process,
opportunistic conceptions distorted the meaning and objectives of these activities ...

presenting territorial based popular organizations as an authentic “popular power”,
aiming to prevent any cooperation with local government, diverting Resident’s Coun-
cils from the struggle to solve the people’s immediate and concrete problems, con-
tributed to sowing delusion which led, in some cases, to its demobilization and
frustration. (Medina 1977:10)

PCP’s suspicion of political action arriving from urban popular organisations is no
surprise for a Leninist party. Castells explains it:

by definition, the concept of social movement as an agent of social transformation is
strictly unthinkable in the Marxist theory. There are social struggles and mass organi-
zations, but there cannot be conscious collective actors able to liberate themselves ...

movements had to accept—so the argument went—that they could not produce his-
tory on their own. (1983:299).

Other factors contributed to this view. First, the leading generation of the Por-
tuguese Communists in the mid-1970s had gained its rule against the anarco-syn-
dicalist tradition of Portuguese labour movement in the first half of the 20th

century: the idea of a radical popular movement as a revolutionary subject was
defeated by a conceptualisation of vanguard class party organisation (Neves
2008). Second, the urban popular movement in 1974–1976 was heavily partici-
pated in, and at moments, hegemonised by far-left parties with a conflictive rela-
tion with the PCP (Pinto 2013). And third, in the institutional arena, PCP was
always attacked by pro-western parties as being “non-democratic”. Consequently,
a vigorous defence of the institutional forms of the democratic regime was always
a valuable strategy of legitimisation for a party that faced the risk of being banned
during the confrontations that marked the end of the revolutionary period. In this
sense, in the communist “literature”, neighbourhood organisations were praised
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for their voluntarism, but were always reminded that they existed to solve “con-
crete problems”, and were dependent on legitimate local government.

This is quite clear in the ambiguous relationship of the PCP with the Servic�o de
Apoio Ambulat�orio Local (SAAL), a policy launched in the revolutionary period
that aimed to provide technical support to housing solutions for extremely
deprived neighbourhoods, involving them in the solutions envisaged (see Bandeir-
inha 2007). Several operations were launched, but by 1976, Government trans-
ferred the process to the newly elected municipalities, and began to delay land
expropriation and financial aid. Most projects would never be concluded. From
1977 onwards, SAAL and its technical teams, mostly made up of young, radical
and left-wing architects, engineers and social workers, began to be attacked by
the “liberal” parties. The major defence of the SAAL came from the far-left parties.
PCP never attacked the SAAL, but, it can be said, it did not race to defend it
either. In Loures, a county next to Lisbon where the PCP held office from 1979
onwards, and most of the SAAL operations were not concluded, a communist
councilman argues:

The SAAL, envisaged to support the organization and initiative of shantytowns in their
struggle for minimum adequate housing, was never viewed by us as a solution for the
severe housing and urbanism problems that affected the country and quite harshly
our municipality ... which, although caused by the same policy, have to be solved by
other processes ... we do not excuse ourselves in acknowledging that the SAAL opera-
tions contain some errors, and we have even stated that we had some disagreements
with the structures that launched them by the fact that many of its aspects pass aside
the municipal institutions. But it goes a long way from this to accepting the opposi-
tion that has been launched against them. (ACML 1977:7–84 )

PCP’s position is clear: the “place” for drawing a response to the-urban-as-site-of-
deprivation lies not in self-organising popular initiatives that gather their legiti-
macy directly from the “people”, but rather through the political representation
of the workers’ alliance with popular segments—the party—in the regime’s
institutions.

What Urban Democracy Means: Participation Through
Institutions to Solve People’s Needs
For Portuguese communists urban democracy tends to have its core in local politi-
cal institutions, and urban popular participation is channelled to them. In fact, for
the PCP, local government was key to securing democratic achievements and pre-
venting counterrevolutionary temptations.

First, it provided legitimisation to the democratic regime by “solving people’s
problems”: “each standpipe, each school, road or track repaired, every nursery,
kindergarten or playground ... will be another element that proves through acts
the superiority of the democratic regime” (S�a 1978:3). Second, local institutions
allowed democratisation of the state apparatus, inherited from the former regime,
and rather untouched by the revolutionary process: “it is at the municipal and
parish level that the people’s control over the processes of solving their problems
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is more effective, leading them to intervene and act towards administrative appa-
ratus” (Oliveira 1978:19). Third, local government institutions were seen as the
space for an alliance between working class interests and popular expectations—
that is, a class politics, provided by the working class party (PCP) and supported
by the “energy” of popular segments, namely neighbourhood and popular organ-
isations. And finally, participation within institutions fostered class politicisation:

Local governance tends to correspond, increasingly, with a gigantic civic-political
school ... men and women, in a slow process ... come to understand, to assume and
to exercise democratic power to decide over relevant aspects of their lives ... a pro-
gressive conscience that to decide well it is necessary to know and to be with the peo-
ple. And, being with the people has necessarily an anti-big capital class content, that
lives from the people’s exploitation. (Costa 1981:37)

Conclusions
In the aftermath of the revolutionary period and the defeat of a popular model of
democracy for which so many urban popular organisations had fought, the PCP
became the most relevant political representation in urban popular and deprived
peripheries. In this role, PCP articulated a discourse centred on the contradiction
between the promise of emancipation of the democratic transition and its short-
comings in the Portuguese urban territories. It did so by politicising the urban as
a site of deprivation, unevenness and the prevailing reign of speculative interests;
and depoliticising it, by refusing the urban as political space for constituting a
political subject other than class. And, because in their reading the working class
is indisputably represented by the party, political participation in the urban realm
was channelled to places where the working class party was represented and act-
ing: local political institutions.

With this double stance, the Portuguese communists formulated a discourse
about citizenship in a democratic regime—providing political institutional repre-
sentation to deprived urban sectors, and a political claim centred on public con-
trol mechanisms over urbanisation, as engraved in 1976’s Constitution (that is, a
socio-economic socialist strategy to be delivered by a liberal-democratic political
system). However, this model implied limiting possibilities for more frequent and
feisty urban political struggles. In this sense, PCP’s discourse on the urban realm
provided an oppositional model of citizenship—an institutionalised contestation
of pro-liberal policies, but with little room for political movements. As a conse-
quence, PCP had an active part in “normalizing” political participation within the
framework of liberal democracy.

We believe this cautionary tale allows for some theoretical conclusions that go
well beyond an analysis of Southern European communist urban embeddedness.
First, it signals that conflict towards constituted liberal order does not suffice to
create transformative possibilities in the urban political realm. In fact, quite often,
movements that established their conflict on universal stance or national scale
conceived “the urban” as a particular/local space that either blurred antagonistic
political categories, or diverted political movements from their “proper” conflict.
That depoliticisation of the urban as space for political subjectification/struggle
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tended to limit the transformative potential of forms of organisation/struggle of
urban deprived popular segments. Consequently, we argue that an attentive anal-
ysis of those situated enunciations of politicisation/depoliticisation of the urban
appears to be a valuable path to account for configurations of forms of participa-
tion, consent, resistance, conflict and integration in contemporary political
regimes.

Second, as categories of conflict and analysis, class, the urban, and citizenship
have articulated and clashed with each other throughout contemporary history,
and within critical theory debates. As analytical constructs, they are always pre-
sent in contemporary debates. But this implies that the central questions are
whether and how they were summoned by political subjectivities. In fact, maybe
the most relevant analyses are those that provide an interpretation on how our
(necessarily) plural categories of analysis emerge as categories of conflict—that is,
how class, urban and citizenship articulate, or struggle to impose on each other,
when they are reclaimed by political subjectivities. Does the “city”/the urban,
explicitly named as such by collective actors, have consequences on political for-
mulations of conflict? If so, we would then be in the presence of an urban politi-
cal movement, either contesting partial and “thematic” urban policies, or
confronting capitalist urbanisation processes as a whole.

In this sense, the question is not only how conflict and political subjectivation
arises within the urban realm—it is also about what is said about the urban realm.
The usefulness of a more attentive analysis of societal processes of politicisation/
depoliticisation of the urban is not merely a theoretical clarification—it is the
recognition that the urban can function as a central, although not unique, con-
cept for grasping both present-day socio-economic restructuring, as well as the
production of conflict. If the future is (also) urban, then a strategic path of critical
urban theory is to focus on the discourses that politicise/depoliticise such an
urban future—discourses produced both by structures of domination, and by the
multiple emancipatory movements that confront them.
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